• An hydraulic model of a tree stem is presented to help understand how the carbon storage in ecosystems varies with changing environmental conditions.
Introduction
Through practical experience, foresters and wood scientists have found that the basic density ( [ D ] , kg m − 3 ) of woody stems, defined as the ratio of dry mass to fresh volume, is correlated with a number of important mechanical properties and commercial attributes of wood (Desch, 1973; Zobel & van Buijenen, 1989) .
[ D ] is also important from a biological perspective because it is correlated with growth rates (Roderick, 2000) . We became interested in variations in [ D ] following attempts to develop a generic plant growth and associated carbon balance model. [ D ] is critical in the latter case because the total mass of carbon (C, kg) in a stem (or a plant) is given by:
( C d , the mass fraction of carbon in the dry matter; V (m 3 ), the stem volume.) C d is usually relatively constant ( c . 0.4 -0.5 according to Schlesinger, 1997) . It follows that the mass concentration of carbon in a plant is largely determined by [ D ] which typically varies from 0.1 to 1 g cm
. Because of that relatively large range, estimates of the mass of carbon contained in terrestrial vegetation are very sensitive to variations in [ D ] (Fearnside, 1997) . Thus, to understand how the amount of carbon stored in terrestrial vegetation might respond to changes in atmospheric CO 2 and /or climate, it is necessary to understand how [ D ] The answer to the first question posed in the previous paragraph is well known and can be attributed to the fact that the density of material in dry cell walls is more or less constant at c . 1.5 g cm − 3 (Desch, 1973; Siau, 1984; Skaar, 1988) . Consequently, the volumetric fraction of the matrix of cell wall material (which we hereafter call the structure) within a tree increases with [ D ] , and the volumetric fraction of the remaining space must therefore decline. Schniewind (1962) used that relationship to show that as [ D ] increases, a tree stem could be potentially taller per unit volume but noted that increases in [ D ] would lead to a decline in the amount of space available for the hydraulic network (transport and storage) per unit stem volume. Some other lines of evidence also suggest that there is a direct link between [ D ] and the hydraulic function of stems. For example, laboratory observations show that the permeability of Pinus radiata stems is negatively correlated with [ D ] (Booker & Kininmonth, 1978) and foresters have long been aware that variations in [ D ] were related to physiological activity within tree canopies (Lindstrom, 1996) .
The idea that there is some level of hydraulic integration between stems and leaves (and roots) is not new (Shinozaki et al. , 1964; Zimmerman & Brown, 1971; Jarvis, 1975; Whitehead et al. , 1984; Tyree & Ewers, 1991) but we not aware of any studies which have developed theoretical expressions linking [ D ] with the hydraulic properties of stems. Nevertheless, some of the most basic principles are well known. In terms of flow mechanisms, calculations by numerous authors (Levitt, 1969) have demonstrated that observed flow rates exceed those that are possible by passive diffusion. Consequently, bulk flow, which is a function of the composition and geometric arrangement of the flow path, viscosity of the liquid and a pressure gradient is generally assumed to occur. Further, the flow of water through the xylem would usually be laminar because of the relatively slow speeds and very small vessel diameters involved (Leyton, 1975) . The classical explanation for the source of the pressure gradient is the cohesion theory which proposes that water is pulled through the stem as a consequence of transpiration occurring at the leaves. Alternative explanations have been proposed (Canny, 1995 (Canny, , 1998 but have not been widely accepted (Milburn, 1996; Tyree, 1997; Comstock, 1999; Stiller & Sperry, 1999) . For the purposes of this paper the source of the pressure gradient is not crucial and we just assume that a pressure gradient sufficient for bulk flow to occur exists.
In the case of water, viscosity is the only physical property of the liquid state that is particularly sensitive to variations in temperature (Table 1) . Experimental tests have shown that most of the variation in the flow rate of water through a plant segment due to varying water temperature could be explained by variations in viscosity in general agreement with theoretical expectations ( Yamamoto, 1995) . The temperature-viscosity relationship should permit a link to be made between climate and the flow rate of water through a tree because the temperature of water, and hence the viscosity of water, will vary with climate.
The aim of this paper is to develop a theoretical framework that links [ D ] with the hydraulic properties of tree stems. To do that, the flow rate is described using standard pipe flow equations that are modified to include the temperature dependence of the viscosity of water. Those expressions are then linked with [ D ] by developing a simple model of a tree stem which is used as the basis for estimating the total flow rate through a stem as a function of the flow rate through the individual pipes. It is not current practice to estimate [ D ] when measuring the flow rate through tree stems so it is not possible to quantitatively test the model using direct measurements from the literature. In addition, empirical studies usually report the hydraulic conductivity of stems instead of the permeability. The problem with hydraulic conductivity as a measure is that it is the ratio of permeability to viscosity (Leyton, 1975; Booker, 1977) . Because the viscosity of water is sensitive to variations in temperature, it follows that reported measures of hydraulic conductivity must vary with water temperature and are very difficult to interpret. Consequently, the model is tested qualitatively (i.e. increase or decrease in [ D ] ) against general trends that have been observed by foresters (Zobel & van Buijenen, 1989 ). The success, or otherwise, of the qualitative tests is used to decide whether it would be worthwhile to conduct quantitative testing of the model.
Theory

Assumptions
As the basis of the model we make the following assumptions: that all of the dry matter is contained within the structural framework of a tree stem; a tree stem is a collection of rigid parallel pipes which occupy some of the space not occupied by the structural framework; and the flow rate through each pipe is described by the Hagen-Poisuelle law. (Throughout this paper, we call the xylem elements 'pipes', instead of more commonly accepted terms, vessels and tracheids, to remind readers of the basic assumption underlying the model.) The first assumption is a reasonable and widely used approximation because the cellular component is mostly water. However, the last two assumptions are more difficult to justify. In the case of the second assumption, the pipes cannot be entirely rigid because it is well known that the diameter of tree stems usually Sensitivity is calculated as 100(T x -T 25 )/T 25 %. T x , value of the property at the indicated temperature; T 25 , value at 25°C. Thus, the density of water is 0.3% higher at 0°C and 0.9% lower at 50°C than it is at 25°C.
declines slightly during the day. We initially ignore those changes, but return to this issue in the discussion. In the case of the third assumption, the Hagen-Poisuelle law apparently over-estimates the flow rate through plant stems for a variety of reasons, for example obstructions along the flow path, lateral transport, cavitation and noncylindrical pipe cross-sections, amongst other factors (Zimmerman & Brown, 1971; Tyree & Ewers, 1991) . However, as noted by Tyree & Ewers (1991) , small errors in measuring the pipe radius can lead to large errors in the estimated flow rate so some of the disagreement could be due to measurement error. ( Variability in pipe radius is also a major issue as will become apparent from our subsequent analysis.) The focus of this paper is on linking [ D ] with the potential to maintain a given flow rate. In that context, the actual flow rate will be proportional to the maximum flow rate which we assume is given by the Hagen-Poisuelle law.
Bulk flow
The laminar flow of liquid through a horizontal cylindrical pipe is given by the Hagen-Poisuelle law as:
( q (m 3 s − 1 ), the flow rate; a (m), the pipe radius; ∆ p f (N m − 2 ), the drop in pressure along the pipe segment due to friction; η (N s m − 2 ), the (dynamic) viscosity of the liquid; and l (m), the length of the pipe.) Note that in a pipe of fixed dimensions, ∆ p f and η are the only factors that vary. Variations in η have not traditionally been considered in plant-water relations and for that reason are discussed briefly below.
The ratio of the viscosity of a solution ( η ) to that of the solvent ( η o ) is known as the relative viscosity ( η rel ). For the simplest possible case of noninteracting spherical molecules, where the solute molecules are large compared with the solvent molecules, Einstein showed that:
( φ , the volumetric fraction of solute molecules in the solution.) Analytical expressions for more general cases have not yet been developed. In those cases, for example when the solute and solvent molecules are roughly the same size and /or interact chemically/electrically, η rel can be estimated as a function of solute concentration using empirical relationships. In general, η rel usually, but not always, increases with solute concentration (Partington, 1951; Leyton, 1975; Atkins, 1994) . The solution within the xylem of plants is usually dilute (Zimmerman & Brown, 1971 ) and calculations using the empirical relationship given by Leyton (1975) show that η rel of the solution in the xylem would usually be close to unity. The viscosity of liquid water varies with pressure at high pressures (> 200 atmospheres), but for pressures < c . 200 atmospheres it is more or less independent of pressure (Eisenberg & Kauzmann, 1969) . The temperature ( T ) dependence of η for liquid water is shown in Fig. 1 . A number of different relationships, for example Arrhenius type expressions or various other logarithmic or polynomial functions, have been proposed to describe that relationship (Partington, 1951) . Over the complete range of temperature in which water is usually a liquid (273 -373 K ), a logarithmic equation (Fig. 1) can be used to represent the relationship. A more convenient relationship for the purpose of this analysis, derived for a T range of 273 -323 K, is ( Fig. 1) :
( T w , the temperature of liquid water in K; η , in N s m − 2 ). Eqn 4 is accurate to better than 5% over the indicated range in T w . Combining Eqns 2 -4 gives:
for the (laminar) flow rate of an aqueous solution through a horizontal cylindrical pipe when SI units are used.
Segmenting woody stems
To simplify subsequent analysis, we briefly describe some of the basic principles of wood-water relations, as these are not usually discussed outside the wood science literature. The is the full line and is fitted to T from 273 to 323 K (n = 6, R 2 = 0.99). (Note: for the latter relation a least squares analysis gave the exponent as 6.96 instead of 7. We assumed 7 as the error involved is minor and then estimated the parameter, for example 1.95 × 10 14 , using ordinary least squares).
following summary is derived from Siau (1984) and Skaar (1988) .
When dry, the density of cell wall material is more or less constant at c. 1.5 g cm −3 although the composition (e.g.
cellulose, hemi-cellulose, lignin, etc.) can, and does, vary. When exposed to water, wood behaves like a 'gel' and swells. That swelling may be anisotropic and can generate substantial pressures (c. 900 atmospheres). An important concept in wood science is the 'Fibre Saturation Point', denoted α f (note that α is ratio of the mass of water to mass of dry matter, also see Appendix B). α f was originally defined in 1906 by H. D. Tiemann as '… the moisture content at which the cell cavities contained no water, but the cells walls were fully saturated with water.' (Skaar, 1988) . In practice, α f is hard to measure. Nevertheless, the basic concept is of fundamental importance because many of the physical and chemical properties of wood change abruptly at α f . For example, wood becomes stronger when α < α f . Surprisingly, when wood swells the total volume of cavities apparently remains relatively constant. The relationships are summarized in Fig. 2 by separating the stem into three spatial components, air space (a), solution (u) and structure (s) after the a-u-s-V scheme (Roderick et al., 1999) . From Fig. 2 , the total volume (V, m 3 ) of a stem or stem segment is:
The sum of the gaseous (V a ) and liquid (V u ) spaces within the stem represent the maximum available space which is available for the hydraulic network. From that, it is relatively easy to show (see Appendix B) that to a very good approximation, the volumetric fraction of a stem which is potentially available for the hydraulic network is:
, given in units of g cm −3 .) Eqn 6b is used to calculate the total flow through stems of varying [D] in the following section.
Linking the stem and flow models
To calculate the flow through a stem we need to sum the flow through individual pipes of varying radius. For that purpose, we assume that in the stem segment of interest, all the pipes are capable of conducting solution. That is rarely the case in a real stem, but for the purpose of this paper there is no loss of generality in that assumption because the final expression (Eqn 15) is reduced to a proportionality. Thus, we assume that the stem segment of interest has a total cross-sectional area A (m 2 ) and length l (m) and contains N p straight pipes having total cross-sectional area (m 2 ) and total volume (m 3 ). From those assumptions, the total volume of the stem segment is given by:
and the total volume of pipes is:
Eqn 7b which is also given by:
(F p , the volumetric fraction of the available space (V a + V u ) which is occupied by the pipes.) It follows that:
Eqn 9a
and substituting from Eqn 6b gives:
By definition, is also given by:
Eqn 9c from which it follows that the mean area of the pipes, , is:
Eqn 9d is used below to derive an expression for the flow through the stem.
From Eqn 5, the flow rate through a given pipe (q i ) of radius a i is:
Eqn 10a where: Fig. 2 Schema showing changes in the volumetric fraction of air space (a), solution (u) and structure (s) in a tree stem as a function of moisture content (α). α f is the fibre saturation point. Note that V a + V u is constant over the entire range and that swelling of the stem means that V s increases with α for α < α f .
which is assumed to be the same for each pipe. (This is not necessarily the case in a real stem and this assumption could be relaxed in future developments of this approach.) For a given pipe:
(A p,i , the area of an individual pipe.) Substitution of that relation into Eqn 10a, and summing over all pipes in the stem gives the total flow rate through the pipes (q p ) as:
Eqn 12a
The sum of the squares (Eqn 12a) is equal to , so Eqn 12a becomes:
Eqn 12b ( , the mean square pipe radius.) By definition we have (see any statistics text):
Eqn 13a (σ A , the standard deviation of the cross-sectional area of the individual pipes.) The coefficient of variation (ε) of the pipe cross-sectional area is defined as:
Eqn 13b
Combining Eqns 12b and 13a,b gives:
Eqn 13c
Combining Eqns 9d, 10b and 13c gives the total flow rate as:
; all other nonfractional quantities are given in SI units and the approximation arises from Eqn 9d.) Eqn 14 is for the maximum flow rate, so it is more appropriate, based on the earlier discussion, to reduce it to a proportionality. Thus, dividing both sides of Eqn 14 by the volume of the stem segment (V = lA ) we have:
Eqn 15 for the flow rate through a stem segment of unit volume. Predictions derived from Eqn 15 are tested below.
Application of the theory
Assessment of the model terms
Of the five bracketed terms in Eqn 15, the latter four describe the overall morphology of the stem, the available space within the stem and the internal subdivision of that space into pipes of various diameters. Those variables usually change slowly (if diurnal changes in stem diameter are ignored) and can be called 'growth' terms. By contrast, the first bracketed term contains variables which can potentially change rapidly. In this section, the significance of various terms in Eqn 15 are assessed.
The pressure gradient For the first term in Eqn 15, if we assume that η rel is unity, it follows that the product, ∆p f T w 7 must change over diurnal cycles because the flow rate through a stem usually changes over a diurnal cycle. Because the T of water would also presumably increase during daylight hours, it is difficult to independently estimate ∆p f . One way to do that is to use models which describe the pressure drop in flowing liquids. These models are based on a combination of mechanical (equations of motion and conditions of continuity) and thermodynamic (conservation of energy) considerations (Bird et al., 1960) . If the possibility of chemical reactions is ignored, and the fluid is assumed to be more or less incompressible, then these equations reduce to the well known Bernoulli's theorem.
Here we used a modified form of that theorem to account for frictional losses ( Widden, 1996) :
(p (N m −2 ), the pressure; ρ (kg m −3 ), the density of the liquid; u (m s −1 ), the average speed in the direction of flow; g (m s − 2 ), the gravitational acceleration; z (m), the height; l (m), the pipe length; θ, the zenith angle (i.e. angle from the vertical) of the pipe (where ); ∆p f (N m −2 ), pressure loss due to friction (the same quantity as in Eqns 2, 5 and 15) and the subscripts denote the start (1) and end (2) of the pipe.) (Note that the total pressure drop (∆p = p 1 − p 2 ) in the pipe is not the same quantity as the pressure drop due to friction (∆p f ) in the pipe.) Estimates of u and a (pipe radius) are needed to estimate q (= uπa 2 ), which can then be substituted into Eqn 2 to estimate ∆p f per unit length assuming laminar flow. However, accurate estimates of u are difficult to make because the speed changes in a parabolic manner across the pipe cross-section (Zimmerman & Brown, 1971; Zimmerman, 1983) . In addition, many estimates of u are made using the so-called heat-pulse technique. The application of heat to a stem would increase the water T, and hence decrease the viscosity, which would usually lead to an increased speed in the centre of the pipe and an increased flow rate. Because of that, many published estimates of u are likely to be larger than the actual values. Consequently, 2.01 10
the estimates of ∆p f per unit length calculated using the above technique would most likely exceed the actual values.
With the above problems in mind, observations show that the maximum average flow velocity often increases in tree stems which have wider pipes (Zimmerman & Brown, 1971; Zimmerman, 1983) . Consequently, the maximum value of ∆p f per unit length appears to be relatively conservative (Table 2) flow rates, which as previously noted is likely to be larger than the actual pressure drop. Those estimates are generally consistent with measurements showing that the pressure gradient in the xylem of trees is often reasonably close to the hydrostatic gradient (Zimmerman, 1983 ). (Canny (1995 , 1998 has noted examples where the pressure gradients were apparently less than the hydrostatic gradient. In the above analysis, continuity of the liquid is assumed and where that is the case, the pressure gradient is very unlikely to be less than the hydrostatic gradient for the typical flow speeds involved. However, if embolisms occurred, which appears to be a common occurrence (McCully et al., 1998) , then the liquid phase would not be continuous. In that situation, one can imagine there could be pipes containing segments of liquid which are separated by gaseous spaces along the xylem, and the pressure gradient would almost certainly be less than hydrostatic gradient. That may explain those observations. Note that slippage along the direction of flow at the pipe wall, if it occurred, would also reduce the pressure gradient.) The above analysis suggests that pressure gradients in the xylem of trees may be relatively conservative. A conservative pressure gradient would result from the assumption that the vascular system has evolved in a way which minimizes the resistance to flow ( West et al., 1997 ( West et al., , 1999 . For the purpose of this analysis, we are primarily interested in linking the hydraulic properties of stems with observed variations in [D] . To do that, we assume, based on the above analysis, that the pressure gradient is relatively conservative, and focus on the interaction between stem morphology, geometry of the flow path and water T in subsequent analysis.
Variability in pipe geometry
The range of possible values of most of the morphological variables in Eqn 15 is self-evident. Exceptions are F p (fraction of the available space within the stem which is occupied by pipes) and ε (coefficient of variation of cross-sectional area of the pipes) and in this section we estimate the likely range in F p and ε.
Inspection of anatomical cross-sections of the wood from a variety of species (Miles, 1978) suggests that F p would typically be within the range of 0.5 -0.9, but for most wood it would be c. 0.6 -0.8 (see examples in Table 3 ). By contrast, there are substantial variations in ε. In general, wood from angiosperms (Carlquist, 1988 ) is composed of relatively few large vessels and more numerous tracheids having smaller radii. Thus, for angiosperms, the frequency distributions of pipe crosssectional area are markedly bimodal, and ε is generally large. Estimates of ε are listed in Table 3 for two angiosperm species, which represent typical small and large values of ε. We have no doubt that there are smaller and larger values of ε. However, what interests us here is the typical range, rather than establishing the extreme values of that range. Based on the estimates of ε in Table 3 , it follows that for angiosperm species, the (1 + ε 2 ) term in Eqn 15 would at least vary over a typical range from 5 to 200. By contrast, [D] typically varies from 0.1 to 1 g cm −3 , so the (1 -[D]) 2 would vary from near zero to unity. Consequently, for angiosperms, variation in the (1 + ε 2 ) term will be much greater than the (1 -[D]) 2 term, and the flow rate through the stems of angiosperms should be relatively insensitive to variations in [D] .
A very different situation emerges for wood in gymnosperm species. That wood is typically relatively uniform, and most of the variation in pipe cross-sectional area is due to changes in the proportion of the so-called latewood, which has pipes of smaller radius and hence smaller pipe cross-sectional area, within a single growth ring. We estimated ε from photographs of the wood from numerous gymnosperm species (Miles, 1978) , and found that it is very conservative at c. 0.4 -0.6. Some examples are listed in Table 3 . Based on that finding, we conclude that for gymnosperms, variation in the (1 + ε 2 ) term will be minor and will not have a major influence on the flow rate. Because F p and ε are both less than one and are roughly the same magnitude, it follows that F p 2 (1 + ε 2 ) can be crudely approximated as F p . Thus, for gymnosperms, Eqn 15 becomes:
Eqn 17
In summary, the flow rate per unit stem volume through gymnosperm species can be approximated using Eqn 17, and should be sensitive to differences in [D] . For angiosperm species, (1 + ε 2 ) will be much larger than (1 -[D]) 2 , and the flow rate should be relatively insensitive to variations in [D] . Zobel & van Buijenen (1989) have conducted an extremely thorough review of the relation between [D] and various environmental factors and we have summarized the most important trends of relevance to the current study in Table 4 . However, we emphasize that the original source material contains much more detailed information about trends in [D] than we can reproduce here.
Model predictions
Observed trends in [D]
The lack of any clear trend between either water T or N fertilization and [D] in angiosperms (Table 4) is consistent with our previous conclusion that the flow rate would be relatively insensitive to variations in [D] in angiosperms. For that reason, we focus on predicting the response in gymnosperms in subsequent analysis.
Predicted relation between [D] and environmental temperature
The T of water flowing through a plant is determined by a number of factors. For example, the water T would depend on the time of the year and the depth from which it was extracted from the soil (Monteith & Unsworth, 1990) , metabolic activity within the stem which will generate heat, as well as the T and thermal conductivity of materials in the surroundings. Despite the many complexities, the water T will generally be lower in cold climates and should decline with increasing latitude (as a consequence of decreased solar radiation) and elevation (as Table 3 Estimates of the variability in pipe cross-sectional area within woody stems. The estimates are derived from photomicrographs (Miles, 1978) 1 We have assumed that the trends along elevation and latitude gradients are correlated with water temperature (see main text).
2 Zobel & van Buijenen (1989) noted that on some occasions, other minerals can have effects on [D] , but nitrogen fertilization has the major effect. Zobel & van Buijenen (1989) . The page numbers noted in the table are those in the citation on which general summaries can be found a consequence of the earth's gravitational field). Consequently, the trends observed along elevation and latitudinal gradients (Table 4) would be correlated with water T and show that [D] generally declines as water T declines in gymnosperms.
For gymnosperms, Eqn 17 predicts that the flow rate per unit stem volume can be maintained as water T declines by decreasing [D] , N p and/or l, and/or increasing A and/or F p . Therefore, for gymnosperm species, [D] should decline with environmental temperatures. That prediction is consistent with observations (Table 4) .
Predicted change in [D]
with changes in nitrogen and carbon dioxide supply When the availability of nitrogen ( N) increases, the surface area : volume ratio of leaves usually increases and the rates of photosynthesis and transpiration per unit leaf volume should increase (Roderick et al., 2000) . Thus, for a fixed leaf volume the flow rate through the stem would have to increase and in a constant thermal regime, it follows from our previous analysis (for gymnosperms) that [D] should decrease. The observed trends (Table 4) indicate that [D] either declines or remains constant in response to increasing N fertilization (Table 4) . Thus, when a response occurs, it is in the predicted direction.
The observed trends linking [D] with water T and N fertilization (Table 4) have been derived from numerous observations in a wide variety of climates over many years. By contrast, there are only a few empirical studies which have assessed the effect of elevated [CO 2 ] on [D] . Despite that, it is important to consider the effect of atmospheric [CO 2 ] because it is currently increasing. To that purpose, as atmospheric [CO 2 ] increases the amount of water transpired by a leaf per unit CO 2 fixed generally decreases (Drake et al., 1997) . Assuming a fixed leaf volume and surface area and a constant thermal regime, the flow rate through the stem should decrease and [D] should increase. The available data ( Thus, once more, when a response occurs, it is in the predicted direction.
Comment on the predictions
The above analysis assumed that a plant could freely adjust and that all other things were constant. However, it may be the case that an individual plant already had the lowest (or highest) [D] which is genetically possible and therefore a further reduction (or increase) in [D] would be unlikely. Therefore, the response would be context dependent. It must also be remembered that all other things are unlikely to be constant. For example, the leaf volume, leaf surface area or thermal regime may not be constant. Similarly, the morphology of plants can also change in response to changed conditions. For example, changes in the distribution of leaves within a canopy have been noted with changes in the supply of nitrogen (Fahey et al., 1998) and CO 2 (Reekie & Bazzaz, 1989; Hättenschwiler et al., 1997) . Despite these qualifications, the qualitative agreement between the predictions and observations is encouraging.
Discussion
Assessment of the model
In general, the predictions derived from the model agreed in a qualitative manner with the gross trends that have been observed. For example, the model predicted that the flow rate would be relatively insensitive to variations in [D] in angiosperms which was consistent with observations. Similarly, the model predicted that the flow rate would be sensitive to variations in [D] in gymnosperms. In qualitative tests for gymnosperms, the model predicted the correct direction of change in [D] as a function of changes in water temperature, nitrogen availability and elevated [CO 2 ]. On that basis, we conclude that the model captures at least some of the important underlying relationships and the above-noted agreement is sufficient to justify quantitative testing of the model (see later for angiosperms).
As well as testing the description of flow, some other factors that need to be considered are as follows.
• The changes in [D] with position within the stem (Zobel & van Buijenen, 1989) and their interrelationship with stem taper. In that latter case, it seems likely that stem taper should be related to the pressure drop due to friction along the flow path ( West et al., 1997 ( West et al., , 1999 ).
• The generation of heat by metabolic activity in the cells adjacent to the xylem because it would alter the temperature, and hence the viscosity, of the solution.
• The formation of embolisms and their effect on stem permeability (Booker, 1977; Booker & Kininmonth, 1978; Tyree & Sperry, 1989 ).
• The motion of the structure (i.e. wood) is also likely to be very important. In particular, because water is more or less incompressible, but much less viscous than the structure, it follows that any motion of the structure would usually result in motion of the solution, and the amount of swelling and shrinkage in wood largely depends on [D] (Fig. C2 in Appendix C). To incorporate this in future work, Eqn B6b (Appendix B) in our analysis will need to be examined in some detail to develop an accurate relation between the volume of a water-cell wall mixture and the relative proportions of the components (Siau, 1984) . As well as testing the model using flow measurements, the theoretical framework can also be tested using experimental approaches. For example, the model would predict that growing trees in water (or soil) of different temperatures should lead to differences in the geometry of the vascular system. Field observations partly confirm that this does occur. For example, in gymnosperms there is a larger volume fraction of pipes in early wood (i.e. lower [D] ) compared with late-wood. The model would predict this trend because early wood is formed in spring when the soil water is cool, but late-wood is formed in autumn when the soil water is warmer. It should be relatively simple to design experiments to test these and other predictions derived from the model.
Angiosperms
Observations show that there is not a strong link between [D] and environmental conditions in angiosperms. Our model also predicted this trend, but even if our model is wrong, the observations still stand. Consequently, other factors will have to be considered to understand how and why [D] varies spatially and temporally in forests dominated by angiosperms.
One possible approach which may be useful in forest environments is to assume that [D] is related to competition for light. For example, Wiemann & Williamson (1989) noted that early successional species often have a low [D] . That makes sense because a low [D] would usually imply a fast growth rate (Roderick, 2000) . Thus, as succession proceeds at a site, the increased competition for light would mean that trees which can be taller per unit stem volume (i.e. those with a higher [D] (Schniewind, 1962) ), would gradually replace the more squat profiles. That would lead to interesting dynamics, because while trees with a high [D] may be potentially taller per unit volume, they are not necessarily taller (Thomas, 1996) (Fig. 3) . Whilst speculative, the above approach may be worth further investigation.
Epilogue
In many areas of the biological sciences, variations in viscosity are rarely considered when trying to understand the temperature sensitivity of many processes. However, many important properties of solutions are known to depend on solvent viscosity. For example, Einstein (1956) showed how the rate of diffusion of solutes through a solution was (approximately) inversely proportional to solvent viscosity, which was in turn linked with the osmotic pressure in the solution. In a similar manner, physical chemists have long been aware that the rate of many chemical reactions must somehow depend on the viscosity of the solvent (Barrow, 1973; Swiss & Firestone, 1999) , particularly in diffusion-controlled reactions (Atkins, 1994) . A general theory has not yet been developed to accurately describe that relationship. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Thornley & Johnson (1990) , the temperature dependence of the rate of many biochemical reactions is of a similar magnitude to the temperature dependence of the viscosity of water. Presumably, that is not a coincidence. However, the significance of viscosity in understanding the temperature dependence which has been observed in many biological processes has not always been neglected: (Thompson, 1942) .
Appendix B Segmenting woody stems
Following Fig. 2 , the mass (m, kg) of a stem is:
(m q , mass of liquid; m d , mass of dry matter and the mass of internal air space is ignored.) The unitless ratio:
Eqn B2
is usually called the moisture content in the wood science literature. Eqns B1 and B2 can be combined to give:
Our prime interest is in living trees so α would usually be greater than α f (note that α f is the fibre saturation point, see main text) and we restrict our derivations to that range. The mass concentration of dry matter ([D] , kg m -3 ) is:
.) The density (ρ, kg m -3 ) is:
The mass and volume of the structure (m s , V s ) are:
(ρ c , density of dry cell walls; ρ w , density of liquid water and the swollen cell wall is assumed to be a linear mixture.) That latter assumption is only approximately true (Siau, 1984) , but the results of the calculation are not overly sensitive to that assumption. We assume that ρ c is 1.5 g cm −3 , and thereby ignore the effect of secondary compounds on the density of the dry cell walls (Siau, 1984; Skaar, 1988) which will lead to slight errors in some situations. The mass and volume of the solution (m u , V u ) are:
(ρ u , density of the solution.) The volume of gas space (V a ) is given by:
and the volumetric fraction of gas (F a ) is:
The maximum value of F a (F a:max ) occurs when α equals α f , while the maximum moisture content (α max ) occurs when F a is zero. Assuming that the density of the solution equals that of liquid water (ρ w ), it follows that:
and:
α f is often assumed to be constant at 0.30 (Siau, 1984; Skaar, 1988) . Using that value, Eqn B7a becomes:
Appendix A Glossary of symbols 
Eqn B8a
(units of [D] , g cm −3 .) Note that F a:max is also equal to the combined fractional volume of air space and solution, so Eqn B8a can also be written as:
which is Eqn 6b in the main text. Observations show that α f may be > 0.30 when [D] < 0.5 g cm -3 (Skaar, 1988) . To take into account the dependence of α f on [D], the following empirical relationship can be used (see Appendix C for derivation):
instead of adopting a constant value. The general nature of the relationship between F a:max and [D] is unchanged by the use of Eqn B9 (Fig. B1) , and in the analysis in the main text we used Eqn B8b.
In the normal course of events, α would fluctuate depending on leaf habit (e.g. deciduous trees) and weather conditions. The magnitude of those fluctuations can be estimated by the consequent variations in the density of the stem. Following the previous logic, the minimum density (ρ min ) would occur when α equals α f , and the maximum density (ρ max ) would occur when α equals α max . The resulting relationship between [D] and ρ (Fig. B2) shows that the day-to-day fluctuations should be larger in stems with a small [D] .
Appendix C. Derivation of relationship between [D] and α α α α f (Eqn B9)
Data from Skaar (1988) were used to derive the following empirical relationship (see Fig. C1 ):
( [D 0 ], mass concentration of dry matter in a dry stem (i.e. at α = 0).) However, for our purposes we require the relationship between α f and [D], where [D] is the mass concentration of dry matter in a stem when α ≥ α f . To derive that relation one can write:
(V, α ≥ α f ; V 0 , volume when α is zero and the last term describes the swelling of the stem (see Fig. 2 and Eqn B6b.) Now:
[D] = = Eqn C3 Eqn C1 can then be substituted into Eqn C4, and a relation derived between [D] and α f . However, because Eqn C1 is itself empirical, we then derived a second empirical relation of the same form relating [D] and α f as follows:
which is Eqn B9. As a rough check on the above procedure, the volumetric shrinkage coefficient (S v ) can be derived as α declines from α f to zero. S v is defined as:
The predicted relationship between S v and [D] (Fig. C2) follows the general trend observed in measurements (Skaar, 1988) . 
